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The magnitude of aerosol radiative forcing caused by anthropogenic
emissions depends on the baseline state of the atmosphere under
pristine preindustrial conditions. Measurements show that particle
formation in atmospheric conditions can occur solely from biogenic
vapors. Here, we evaluate the potential effect of this source of parti-
cles on preindustrial cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations
and aerosol–cloud radiative forcing over the industrial period. Model
simulations show that the pure biogenic particle formationmechanism
has a much larger relative effect on CCN concentrations in the pre-
industrial atmosphere than in the present atmosphere because of the
lower aerosol concentrations. Consequently, preindustrial cloud al-
bedo is increased more than under present day conditions, and there-
fore the cooling forcing of anthropogenic aerosols is reduced. The
mechanism increases CCN concentrations by 20–100% over a large
fraction of the preindustrial lower atmosphere, and the magnitude
of annual global mean radiative forcing caused by changes of cloud
albedo since 1750 is reduced by 0.22 W m−2 (27%) to −0.60 W m−2.
Model uncertainties, relatively slow formation rates, and limited avail-
able ambient measurements make it difficult to establish the signifi-
cance of a mechanism that has its dominant effect under preindustrial
conditions. Our simulations predict more particle formation in the Am-
azon than is observed. However, the first observation of pure organic
nucleation has now been reported for the free troposphere. Given the
potentially significant effect on anthropogenic forcing, effort should
be made to better understand such naturally driven aerosol processes.
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Measurements in the European Organization for Nuclear
Research (CERN) Cosmics Leaving Outdoor Droplets

(CLOUD) chamber under atmospheric conditions show that new
particles can form purely from the oxidation products of α-pinene, a

compound emitted by the biosphere (1). Nucleation of new aerosol
particles via gas to particle conversion has been studied for 50
years (2) and is responsible for around one-half of global cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) (3), which affect Earth’s radiation
balance via aerosol–cloud interactions. The involvement of
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estimates of anthropogenic aerosol radiative forcing.
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oxidized organic molecules in the process, alongside sulphuric
acid, was proposed in early studies and has been well-established
for some time (4, 5). The new mechanism for organic particle
formation without sulphuric acid presented in ref. 1 could be im-
portant for Earth’s climate, because it provides a way to form
particles in the pristine preindustrial atmosphere, when the con-
centrations of sulphuric acid and ammonia were much lower. The
preindustrial environment forms the baseline for calculations in
global models of the radiative forcing caused by anthropogenic
emissions (6), and uncertainties in this baseline are the largest
component of the overall uncertainty on aerosol radiative forcing
(7). The high sensitivity to the baseline is because an incremental
increase in particle concentrations when they are low has a much
stronger radiative effect than when they are high. Previous model
uncertainty analyses suggested that the sensitivity of radiative forcing
to particle formation rates is low compared with many other factors
(7). However, these studies varied the nucleation rate assuming that
sulphuric acid is required for particle production. Here, we show
that the inclusion of a nucleation mechanism that does not re-
quire sulphuric acid could have a more significant effect on radi-
ative forcing than previously thought (7, 8).
Our modeling study is inspired by and based on measurements

in which α-pinene (AP), a volatile organic compound (VOC)
emitted into the atmosphere by vegetation, was oxidized by
ozone and hydroxyl radicals in the CLOUD chamber under ul-
traclean conditions without sulphuric acid (1). The mass spectra
of the highly oxidized multifunctional organic molecules
(HOMs) produced from the VOCs closely resemble those ob-
served in the atmosphere (9). Therefore, although the concen-
trations of some reactive gases in the chamber do not perfectly
match those in the troposphere, we have confidence in our as-
sumption that the chamber results can be generalized to the
atmosphere. Particle counters show that typical atmospheric
concentrations of the HOMs produce particles at significant
rates, even when sulphuric acid is absent from nucleating clus-
ters. We describe this process as pure biogenic nucleation.
In this paper, we examine the implications of pure biogenic

nucleation for atmospheric aerosol and Earth’s radiative balance
using the GLOMAP global model of aerosol microphysics (10). A
parametrization of the pure biogenic nucleation rate that depends
on the HOM concentration and the concentration of ions is
provided in the supplementary materials in ref. 1. We assume for
this study that this can be added linearly to parametrizations of the
nucleation rate involving sulphuric acid only (11) and sulphuric
acid with organics similar to HOMs (5). Ref. 1 also provided the
yields of HOMs from the oxidation of AP by ozone (2.9%) and the
hydroxyl radical (1.2%). The yield of HOMs from endocyclic
monoterpenes, such as AP, is higher than that from exocylic
monoterpenes, and therefore we separate these classes in our
model and use the yields from β-pinene (BP) in ref. 12 to produce
HOMs from exocylic monoterpenes. The rate of formation of
1.7-nm diameter aerosols by gas to particle conversion is, there-
fore, described by the sum of the following parametrizations.

i) Binary homogeneous nucleation of sulphuric acid and water
(11).

ii) Nucleation of organics with sulphuric acid (5) also used in
ref. 13:

Jsa−org = ksa−org½H2SO4�2½BioOxOrg�, [1]

where BioOxOrg refers to the oxidation products of mono-
terpenes with OH and ksa−org = 3.27× 10−21   cm6   s−1 (Mate-
rials and Methods).

iii) Pure biogenic nucleation, a sum of neutral ðJnÞ and ion-in-
duced ðJiinÞ components (1):

Jorg = Jn + Jiin, [2]

Jn = a1½HOM�
a2+a5
½HOM�, [3]

and

Jiin = 2½n±�a3½HOM�
a4+a5
½HOM�, [4]

where HOMs are produced as described above but given here
for convenience in units of 107 molecules per cubic centimeter,
n± is the ion concentration, and a indicates free parameters.
Ions in the model are produced from radon and galactic cos-
mic rays (SI Appendix).

Ammonia and amines can also contribute to nucleation by sta-
bilizing sulphuric acid clusters, but the binary homogeneous
mechanism has been shown to be a reasonable representation of
free tropospheric nucleation (14), and nucleation at low altitudes
involving amines or ammonia is important only in polluted re-
gions, where the changes in radiative forcing calculated here are
very insensitive to nucleation rates.
In our model, aerosols formed in this way and those emitted

directly from Earth’s surface grow by condensation and co-
agulation, are transported in the atmosphere, and are ultimately
removed by dry or wet deposition. We consider the radiative
forcing between 1750 and 2008 via the effect of these aerosols on
cloud albedo, which is evaluated at the top of the atmosphere
(0.03  Pa atmospheric pressure). To determine the effects of pure
biogenic nucleation, particle formation rates, aerosol concen-
trations, and radiative forcing from model runs with and without
mechanism iii are compared.

Biogenic Nucleation Rates and Observational Evidence
Fig. 1 shows the effect of pure biogenic nucleation on the pre-
industrial and present day atmospheres. When sulphuric acid is
required for nucleation to proceed, substantially less nucleation
is expected for preindustrial times (Fig. 1A) compared with the

Fig. 1. Nucleation rates at 3-nm diameter (J3,  centimeters−3   second−1) within
approximately 500 m of the surface averaged over June without pure biogenic
nucleation in (A) preindustrial and (B) present day conditions and with pure
biogenic nucleation in (C) preindustrial and (D) present day conditions.
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present day (Fig. 1B). However, when pure biogenic nucleation
is included, the nucleation rates in preindustrial (Fig. 1C) and
present-day times (Fig. 1D) become more similar. Although pure
biogenic nucleation is much less important today (compare the
change from Fig. 1B to Fig. 1D with that from Fig. 1A to Fig.
1C), it is still expected to be significant in some continental re-
gions remote from pollution [for example, boreal regions, Aus-
tralia, and according to our simulations (discussed later), the
Amazon]. Within around 500 m of the surface, pure biogenic
nucleation increases total production of particles of at least 3  nm
in diameter via nucleation by 2.1% globally in the present day
atmosphere but by 90% in preindustrial conditions.
Fig. 2 shows that pure biogenic nucleation is predicted to be the

dominant mechanism for particle formation over large parts of the
land surface above 50° N in summer even in the present day.
However, both pure biogenic and sulphuric acid particle formation
rates are often insufficient to produce detectable nucleation events
(SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Pure biogenic nucleation has more effect in
June than in January, because terpene emissions are higher in June.
The diurnal cycles of nucleation rates at Hyytiälä and Pallas in
Finland, shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S4, indicate that nucleation rates
in these areas are occasionally higher than around 0.1  cm−3   s−1.
Experience from these boreal forest sites (15) suggests that nucle-
ation rates above this value will result in detectable nucleation
events. This approximate rule is confirmed by the modeled size
distributions shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S6. As is observed, simulated
nucleation rates are substantially higher during the day than at night.
To our knowledge, Hyytiälä and Jungfraujoch are the only lo-

cations with published measurements from the atmospheric
pressure interface time-of-flight (APi-TOF) and chemical
ionization-APi-TOF (CI-APi-TOF) mass spectrometers needed
to unambiguously detect pure biogenic nucleation (15). There is
strong evidence in ref. 16 that pure organic nucleation proceeds
alongside sulphuric acid-driven nucleation at Jungfraujoch. For
example, figure 2 in ref. 16 shows that, on the nucleation day 3,
most organic clusters of masses of up to 400  amu contain no
sulphuric acid, there is no inorganic nucleation, and the nucle-
ation rate exceeds 10  cm−3   s−1 when sulphuric acid concentra-
tions are less than 5× 105   cm−3.
There are no measurements of pure biogenic nucleation so far

from Hyytiälä, because almost all of the nucleation rates measured in
ref. 15 are at ½H2SO4�> 1× 106   cm−3. Observations at Hyytiälä were,
however, used alongside those from Melpitz and Hohenpeissenberg
to derive parametrizations of particle formation rates in ref. 17. The
authors found that nucleation could be described well by

J2 = k1½H2SO4�2 + k2½H2SO4�½org�+ k3½org�2 [5]

for constant k1−3, suggesting that pure biogenic nucleation is a sta-
tistically detectable component of nucleation in these environments.

In addition to the Jungfraujoch observations, there is extensive
circumstantial evidence for pure biogenic nucleation. The Am-
azon, where the lowest SO2 concentrations over land are found,
is an obvious place to look. Although some nucleation mode
particles are seen in pristine regions of the Amazon (18) (on 19%
of days sampled in the study referenced), no clear nucleation
events or conclusive evidence for biogenic nucleation have yet
been published, and growth of nucleation mode particles to CCN
size is rarely observed there. Our model does not produce
Hyytiälä-like nucleation events (SI Appendix, Figs. S5–S7), but it
does predict nonzero particle formation rates. It slightly over-
estimates CCN concentrations compared with ref. 19 in the
Amazon even without pure biogenic nucleation, and pure bio-
genic nucleation further increases the discrepancy by around a
factor two. This discrepancy may point to a chemical suppression
of HOM yields by isoprene (20) or NOx (21) but could also be
because of other sources of model error (for example, un-
derestimation of particle size and therefore, condensation sink).
Overprediction of particle concentrations over the Amazon
seems to be a common feature among models (22). Comparing
models with observations in this region is challenging because of
large uncertainties in emissions of biogenic VOCs and a complex
wet scavenging environment.
Pure biogenic nucleation is also predicted to be the dominant

source of secondary particles in the cleanest high-latitude boreal
regions. Low SO2 concentrations, often below 100  ppt, and noc-
turnal nucleation were reported in a study at Värriö, Finland
(67° N) at similar temperatures to the CLOUD chamber (23).
Similar observations of nocturnal nucleation were made at Abisko,
Sweden (24) and Tumbarumba, Australia (25), although SO2
concentrations were not reported. At Pallas, Finland, H2SO4
concentrations are reported below 3× 105 cm−3 in a large number
of new particle formation events (26). The air masses in Pallas are
usually of marine origin, which leads to low condensation sinks
favorable to nucleation, but may also allow halogens of marine
origin to locally influence nucleation. Three instances of new
particle formation with ½H2SO4�< 3× 105   cm−3 shown in figure 6
in ref. 26 are unambiguously continental, which should also allow
the contribution of halogens to be excluded, making it highly likely
the nucleation was pure biogenic.
With only sparse or indirect observational evidence for pure

biogenic nucleation, an alternative strategy is to compare modeled
particle concentrations against observations. However, this com-
parison is also inconclusive, because there are many compensating
causes of model error (7), making attribution of biases ambiguous.
Substantial changes in total particle number concentration are
caused by pure biogenic nucleation (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). How-
ever, when we compare the monthly mean model predictions with
particle number concentrations at 37 surface sites (27, 28) and the
daily mean concentrations with those measured during the
ARCTAS aircraft campaign (29) in 2008 (SI Appendix, Figs. S8
and S9), we find that the effect of pure biogenic mechanism, in-
creasing summertime particle concentrations by up to a factor of
two, is also comparable with or smaller than existing discrepancies
between observations and the model.

Impact on CCN and Radiative Forcing
Fig. 3 shows the effect of pure biogenic nucleation on present day
and preindustrial CCN concentrations calculated at 0.2% super-
saturation. When pure biogenic nucleation is included, global
annual average concentrations of these particles at cloud base
level (approximately 600-m altitude) increase by 4% in the present
day and 12% in the preindustrial atmospheres. Although nucle-
ation rates are affected mostly close to sources of biogenic gases,
CCN are affected over much wider areas because of the slower
removal rate of larger aerosol particles. This spread is important,
because it carries the particles to cloudy marine regions, where
most of the anthropogenic aerosol–cloud radiative forcing occurs

Fig. 2. Percentage of particles produced via pure biogenic (PB) nucleation within
approximately 500 mof the surface averaged over June in (A) preindustrial and (B)
present day conditions. We note that our model predicts large changes to particle
formation at the surface and very little change above the boundary layer.
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(30). The change in CCN production across the pristine pre-
industrial atmosphere is particularly important for global climate,
because cloud droplet concentrations and albedo are both more
sensitive to CCN changes in pristine environments.
The effect of pure biogenic nucleation on the magnitude of

aerosol radiative forcing from 1750 to 2008 was calculated by
comparing simulations with and without pure biogenic nucleation.
We only consider changes in the cloud albedo effect. The aerosol
direct forcing is unlikely to be substantially influenced by the pure
biogenic nucleation mechanism, because it is not strongly affected
by the aerosol size distribution (31). The change in radiative
forcing when pure biogenic nucleation is included is presented in
Fig. 4. We estimate that the global annual mean cloud albedo
forcing since 1750 after including pure biogenic nucleation is
−0.60 W m−2. The change in calculated aerosol radiative forcing
caused by pure biogenic nucleation is +0.22 W m−2, correspond-
ing to a 27% reduction in the negative forcing. This change is a
result of the nonlinear dependence of the forcing on the baseline
CCN concentration (7). We note that our simulations may un-
derestimate the net effect, because they do not account for pos-
sible increases in cloud fraction and thickness, which in pristine
regions (CCN below 100  cm−3), may be highly sensitive to small
changes of CCN (32). We also do not account for the possibility of
pure biogenic nucleation involving sesquiterpenes. However, we
emphasize that including pure biogenic nucleation in our model
leads to an overprediction of CCN in the Amazon region, which
may indicate that it is chemically suppressed. Inhibition of nucle-
ation, if it happens, may be local to the tropical rainforest envi-
ronment or more widespread. If we artificially set pure biogenic
nucleation rates to zero within 10° latitude of the equator, the
change in aerosol forcing when pure biogenic nucleation is in-
cluded changes only slightly to +0.20 W m−2.
The largest changes in radiative forcing occur over the north-

ern hemisphere (NH), especially over oceans with high annual
cloud cover (Fig. 4B), where CCN concentrations are most
strongly perturbed by anthropogenic emissions. The NH is also
where pure biogenic nucleation causes the largest reduction in
contrast between preindustrial and present day CCN concentrations

driven by the large continental source of biogenic gases. However,
the relative change in forcing in the southern hemisphere (SH) is
greater than in the NH: pure biogenic nucleation reduces the an-
nual southern hemispheric mean from −0.25 to −0.14 W m−2

(compared with a change in the NH from −1.39 to −1.06 W m−2).
In some tropical and southern regions, there are higher CCN
concentrations in preindustrial times than today and a positive ra-
diative forcing. In these regions and nearby, preindustrial OH · and
HOMs were higher than today, and particle condensation sinks
were lower, whereas SO2 levels (largely marine) were comparable.
We consider the principal uncertainties in our analysis to be

associated with (i) VOC, SO2, and primary particle emissions
such as in ref. 7); (ii) how representative AP and the pinanediol
used in ref. 5 are of VOCs in the atmosphere; (iii) yields
of HOMs from AP oxidation in the presence of other vapors, such
as NOx; and (iv) temperature dependence of the nucleation rates.
To investigate the effect of a plausible temperature depen-

dence, we reran the model multiplying all boundary layer nucle-
ation rates by expð−ðT − 278Þ=10Þ. The charged nucleation rate
remained limited by the ion production rate and the overall rate
by the kinetic limit. We find that annually averaged changes to
cloud albedo radiative forcing over the industrial period from pure
biogenic nucleation are reduced to +0.14 from +0.22 W m−2.
The yields of HOMs have an experimental uncertainty around a

factor of two [and were reported to be about a factor of two higher in
an earlier chamber study (33)]. These uncertainties are comparable
with uncertainties in the VOC emissions themselves (34). The yields
could be affected by nitrogen oxides (21) and were found to differ

Fig. 3. Concentrations of CCN calculated at 0.2% supersaturation in
centimeters−3 annually averaged at cloud base level in (A) preindustrial and
(B) present day conditions, including pure biogenic nucleation and (C and D)
percentage changes to these concentrations when pure biogenic nucleation
is introduced. In this figure, we assume HOM formation and pure biogenic
nucleation proceed at the rates measured at the CLOUD chamber.

Fig. 4. (A) Distribution of cloud albedo radiative forcing, including pure biogenic
nucleation and (B) change to this distribution when pure biogenic nucleation is
included in themodel. EQ, Equator; GM, GreenwichMeridian; RF, radiative forcing.
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substantially between monoterpenes (12). To test the sensitivity to the
uncertainty in yields, which is a proxy for the overall intrinsic un-
certainty on the experimental measurements, we repeated our anal-
ysis with the yield of the HOMs that participate in pure biogenic
nucleation perturbed by a factor of three. This perturbation gives an
uncertainty range for the increase in CCN caused by the pure bio-
genic mechanism of 4− 19% in preindustrial times and 1− 6% in the
present day as shown in SI Appendix, Table S2. The lower limit still
leads to a significant change to cloud albedo forcing of 0.10 W m−2

when the corresponding parametrization is added to the model.
We have also investigated the sensitivity of our radiative forcing

estimate to other sources of uncertainty. We perturb preindustrial
volcanic SO2 emissions and find that this does not strongly affect
our reported CCN changes. When we perturb the biomass burning
and sea spray emissions (details are in SI Appendix), we find larger
changes to both CCN and forcing, especially when emissions are
reduced. The model becomes slightly more sensitive to pure bio-
genic nucleation when a different baseline nucleation mechanism
from ref. 17 instead of the one from ref. 5 is used. The percentage
changes to CCN from including pure biogenic nucleation under
these scenarios are given in SI Appendix, Table S2, and the changes
to forcing are in SI Appendix, Table S3.

Discussion and Conclusions
Our global aerosol simulations indicate that pure biogenic nucle-
ation (1) dominates particle formation in the preindustrial boundary
layer, producing 59% of new particles below approximately 500-m
altitude and 36% below around 1.5  km. For the organic system,

laboratory measurements are currently the only route to a com-
prehensive understanding of the processes leading to particle for-
mation. Laboratory measurements are especially valuable for a
mechanism that is difficult to decouple from sulphuric acid-driven
nucleation pathways in the polluted present day atmosphere. This
mechanistic understanding is required to perform accurate extrap-
olations from present day conditions back to the preindustrial.
Improving such extrapolations is of critical importance, because
uncertainties in preindustrial aerosol are a large component of the
uncertainty in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
estimates of radiative forcing. Although nucleation in tropical en-
vironments is relatively unimportant for global mean cloud albedo
radiative forcing in our model, discrepancies between modeled and
observed nucleation in these regions suggest that additional in-
vestigation of Amazon aerosol chemistry could significantly improve
our understanding of pristine aerosol processes.
Based on the nucleation rates reported by CLOUD (1), we show

here that pure biogenic nucleation may reduce the magnitude of
preindustrial to present day aerosol cloud albedo forcing by as much
as 0.22 W m−2 or 27%. This change in forcing is greater than the
combined 1 standard deviation uncertainty of 28 parameters related
to emissions and aerosol processes in this model (7), which is 19%.
Other forcing mechanisms or uncertainties in the results quoted here
could still lead to stronger effects. Although the calculated change in
forcing is comparable with the model parametric uncertainty, it shifts
the entire probability distribution of forcing, and therefore repre-
sents a significant downward revision in the likelihood of high neg-
ative aerosol–cloud forcings in this model. Similar revisions are likely
to occur in other models (35) because of the same chain of pro-
cesses: (i) proportionally greater increases in aerosol concentrations
in the cleaner preindustrial atmosphere than in the present day,

(ii) high sensitivity of cloud albedo and adjustments on the pre-
industrial aerosol concentrations, and (iii) reduction in the magni-
tude of anthropogenic aerosol radiative forcing by raising the
preindustrial baseline aerosol concentration. To remain consistent
with the observed temperature rise over the industrial period, re-
duced aerosol forcing implies reduced climate sensitivity (30, 36).

Materials and Methods
Themodal version of the global aerosol model GLOMAP (10) is used to determine
the impact of the biogenic nucleation mechanism reported in ref. 1. The model
resolution is 2.8°×2.8° horizontally, and there are 31 vertical levels from ground
level to 10  hPa. GLOMAP is embedded within a chemical transport model,
TOMCAT (37), and simulates the formation or emission, growth, coagulation,
advection, cloud processing, and deposition of aerosol in seven log-normal size
modes. Four modes (nucleation, Aitken, accumulation, and coarse) are hydro-
philic, and there are also hydrophobic Aitken, accumulation, and coarse modes.
The composition of each mode is determined by the relative fractions of the
sulfate, sea salt, black carbon, and organic carbon compounds. Dust is not in-
cluded, because it was not found to contribute significantly to CCN (38). Mete-
orology is forced by fields from the European Centre forMedium-RangeWeather
Forecasting. Total monoterpene emissions are taken from ref. 34, and the ratio of
endocyclic to exocyclic monoterpenes was calculated from a run of the MEGAN
model with the settings prescribed to follow ref. 39. Ref. 40 suggests that terpene
emissions are (within uncertainties) unchanged through the industrial period.

Although sulphuric acid, ammonia, amines, halogens, and HOMs can all
participate directly in nucleation, here we consider only sulphuric acid and
HOMs. The HOMs are formed via the oxidation of monoterpenes by ozone (O3)
and hydroxyl radicals (OH · ). The concentrations of these oxidants are read in
every 6 h from a dedicated TOMCAT simulation. Instead of modeling the full
reaction mechanism, we represent the HOM concentrations by

where YAP.O3 = 2.9% and YAP.OH· = 1.2% are the yields of HOMs from AP oxi-
dation with ozone and hydroxyl radicals in the CLOUD chamber, respectively
(described below), YBP.O3 = 0.12% and YBP.OH· = 0.58% are taken from ref. 12,
and CS is the condensation sink (seconds−1) determined assuming the diffusion
characteristics of a typical AP oxidation product (appendix A1 of ref. 10). The
temperature-dependent reaction rate constant k values for oxidation of AP
and BP by ozone and hydroxyl radicals are taken from the International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) (41).

The ozonolysis yield is determined with chemical ionization TOF mass spec-
trometers in the presence of a hydroxyl scavenger (0.1%H2), replicating the effect
of atmospheric OH · sinks, such as methane and carbon monoxide. The HOM
yield from reaction with hydroxyl radicals is determined frommeasurements in
the absence of ozone, where photolysed HONO provides the OH · source.

BioOxOrg in nucleation mechanism ii and HOMs in mechanism iii play
equivalent roles, but the former refers to the parametrized oxidation
products derived from pinanediol, a first generation oxidation product of
AP. Its concentration, as described in ref. 5, is

½BioOxOrg�= kAP.OH·½AP�½OH · �
CS

,

where CS is the condensation sink. The BioOxOrg concentration was not
measured directly in a mass spectrometer but calculated from the pinanediol
concentration assuming a yield of 100%. The nucleation rate in mechanism ii
is measured as a function of this BioOxOrg, and therefore, the yield is in-
corporated into the rate constant for nucleation. In ref. 5, monoterpenes are
assumed to be equivalent to AP, and therefore, we assume only endocyclic
monoterpenes participate in this nucleation mechanism.

Particles are formed according to themechanisms described in the text at a
critical diameter usually around 1.7  nm. Ion concentrations are determined
by balancing production from radon and galactic cosmic rays with losses to
preexisting particles and ion–ion recombination (SI Appendix). The forma-
tion rates are then adjusted to account for losses during the initial growth
with the Kerminen–Kulmala equation (42) using growth rates taken from
the parametrization of ref. 43.

½HOM�= ðYAP.O3kAP.O3½AP�½O3�+YBP.O3kBP.O3½BP�½O3�+YAP.OH·kAP.OH·½AP�½OH · �+YBP.OH·kBP.OH·½BP�½OH · �Þ
CS

,
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Particles subsequently grow by kinetic condensation of organic molecules
produced from oxidation of terpenes or isoprene by nitrate or hydroxyl
radicals or by ozone, with a 13% assumed yield for terpenes (10) and a 3%
yield for isoprene (44). They also coagulate, and hence, the overall particle
number is determined by solving the coagulation–nucleation equation (10).
Finally, particles may be lost by dry or wet deposition.

Present day simulations are run for 2008, and preindustrial simulations are
run with 2008 meteorology and 1750 emissions. For the 1750 simulation, an-
thropogenic sources of SO2 and H2SO4 were removed from the model, OH,
NO3, and ozone concentrations were adjusted to preindustrial levels de-
termined from a dedicated TOMCAT simulation, and black and organic carbon
primary emissions were adjusted to a representation of preindustrial levels.

CCN and cloud droplet number concentrations (CDNCs) are calculated for each
simulation from the particle size distributions using the parametrization of ref. 45,
assuming for the CDNCs constant updraft velocities of 0.15 ms−1 over sea and
0.30 ms−1 over land. The hygroscopicity parameters assigned to each chemical
component follow ref. 44: sulfate (0.61; assuming ammonium sulfate), sea salt
(1.28), black carbon (0.0), and organics (0.1). The change in cloud droplet effective
radii corresponding to the CDNC change is calculated in accordance with ref. 31,
whereas the cloud albedo is estimated using the radiative transfer model of ref. 46.
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